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MUST-SEE



KEEPING UP 
WITH THE 
LATEST TRENDS, 
TECHNOLOGIES 
AND DESIGNS 
IN THE METAL 
BUILDING SPACE 
IS CRUCIAL.

At MBCI, we’re constantly striving to offer 
affordable, durable and dependable products 
in a wide variety of sleek and contemporary 
styles. Naturally, we feel it’s important to not 
only read about this work, but see the results 
in living color.

Being able to review what innovators are doing with various projects is certainly  
good for business, but it’s also good for inspiration. We’re all creators, after all. We’re 
designers, builders and forward thinkers. Every so often, it’s necessary to reflect on  
how a job can be done better, faster and more efficiently. This allows us to get a better 
sense of where the industry is going, and how we’re all getting there. 

Naturally, none of this work has taken place in isolation. We’re interested in building  
long-term relationships with our clients and partners. As a result, they know all about  
our heritage, vast national network, outstanding products and exceptional end-to-end 
service. At the end of the day, we’re proud to stand as a trusted resource for metal  
building projects of any scope or scale.

As America’s leading supplier of top-tier metal roof and wall systems, we’re eager to shine 
a light on just a few of the standout projects we’ve been involved with in recent years.

Ready to dive in? Let’s see what’s possible when        
technology, design and exceptional service are at        
the forefront of every job.



“ MBCI has been a valued partner in the 
true sense of the word. Their pricing, 
service and people are the reason we 
have done, and will continue to do, business 
with MBCI. The people we deal with are 
committed to knowing the product, 
and are able to get us the information 
we need in regards to technical aspects, 
availability, schedule and pricing.” 
 
           GEM BUILDINGS



MORGAN’S 
WONDERLAND 
CAMP
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
PROJECT SPECS
MBCI Products: Ultra-Dek®, Artisan®, PBR, PBC
Color: Galvalume Plus®, Fern Green, Desert Sand, 
Charcoal Gray
Architect: Luna Middleman Architects
Installer: Red Dot Buildings

“We wanted to use products that had varied color options and the 
durability that can stand the test of time.” 
 
The design team carefully reviewed several companies, and 
ultimately found that MBCI had the products, colors and profiles 
best suited for the project. According to Luna, MBCI’s overall 
selections, profiles and availability of products made the choice an 
easy one. The design team used MBCI metal roof and wall panels in 
the construction of three of the main buildings on the grounds.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Morgan’s Wonderland Camp serves as a 102-acre recreational 
getaway for anyone with or without special needs. Gordon Hartman 
is the founder of the world-renowned theme park, along with 
other ultra-accessible attractions where people of all ages and 
abilities can come together for fun and a better understanding of 
one another. Morgan’s Wonderland Camp offers summer camp 
experiences for up to 500 campers and staff at a time.

“The design goal for Morgan’s Wonderland was to create an 
enjoyable environment for everyone,” said Robert Luna, President 
and CEO of Luna Middleman Architects in San Antonio.

“The design goal for Morgan’s Wonderland was 
   to create an enjoyable environment for everyone.”



The design team carefully reviewed several suppliers, and
ultimately found that MBCI had the products, colors and profiles
best suited for the project.

According to Luna, MBCI’s overall selections, profiles and availability 
of products made the selection an easy one. MBCI metal roof and 
wall panels were used in the construction of three of the main  
buildings on the grounds.

Red Dot Buildings of Athens, Texas – a long-time customer of MBCI – 
constructed the dining hall, arena and maintenance building using 
a plethora of MBCI products. For the dining hall, the list of 24-gauge 
panels includes Ultra-Dek® for the roof in Fern Green (35,958 square 
feet); Artisan® for the soffit in Fern Green (8,980 square feet) and

Desert Sand (2,714 square feet); PBR for the wall panels in
Desert Sand (13,410 square feet), Fern Green (241 square feet) and
Galvalume Plus® (84 square feet); and PBC for the wall panels in 
Desert Sand (1,223 square feet) and Galvalume Plus (359 square 
feet). The arena features 38,694 square feet of 24-gauge PBR roof 
panels in Galvalume Plus. 

The maintenance building features 26-gauge PBR panels in Charcoal 
Gray (12,422 square feet) on the roof, and the same panels in Desert 
Sand (6,713 square feet) on the wall. The skylights were Acrylit from 
Glasteel. Overall, MBCI and Red Dot Buildings were proud to be a 
part of a non-profit project that will serve a vital need for decades.



The project took shape after sitting down with Monarch School  
representatives to address their needs, wants and concerns. 
Low maintenance costs were a high priority when deciding what 
panels to use for the new building. Creating a space that allowed 
students to feel safe while providing a sustainable energy solution 
was the main focus of the project. Jackson & Ryan Architects 
of Houston designed the project, and Mission Constructors of 
Houston worked as general contractors. 
 

MONARCH 
SCHOOL 

HOUSTON, TEXAS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Monarch School was founded in 1997 in response to a 
critical need to serve students with neurological differences in 
the Houston area. These students required programs that simply 
were not offered in nearby schools, or even within the state. 
After nearly 10 years in its original location, the Monarch School 
moved to a new locale to support the needs of its growing 
institute. Following an aggressive campaign, the Chrysalis 
Building was completed in August of 2009, and the second phase 
of expansion, the Butterfly Building, was completed in 2013.

PROJECT SPECS
MBCI Products: SuperLok®

Color: Galvalume Plus® 
Coverage: 20,000 square feet

Architect: Jackson & Ryan Architects
Roofing Contractor: Gulf Star Roof & Metal
General Contractor: Mission Constructors

The Galvalume® roof added a bold and natural look to the project. 



While the team selected metal because of its durability and 
reflectivity, the Galvalume® roof also added a bold and natural look 
to the project. All told, the team chose MBCI SuperLok® because 
of its longevity, recycled content, regional materials department 
and highly sustainable material. The Chrysalis Building has since 
achieved LEED® Gold certification, as well as a coveted “Designed 
to Earn the ENERGY STAR” rating.

The build team also used metal roofing to meet LEED® requirements 
for reflectivity, along with roof pitches of 2:12. It was very important 
for Monarch School to be green, and air quality for the children was 
another major design factor. 
 
All 20,000 square feet of the Chrysalis Building’s roofing panels were 
constructed with MBCI’s 24-gauge SuperLok® standing seam roof 
system in Galvalume Plus®. SuperLok® is a mechanically field seamed, 
vertical leg standing seam roof system that combines a 2-inch tall 
slim rib with exceptional uplift resistance. SuperLok® was designed 
to withstand the most intense weather conditions, and it also holds 
numerous UL 580 ratings and air and water testing approvals.

This project used metal because of its durability and the 
potential for customization within the school’s architecture.



MADISON 
FIRE 
DEPARTMENT
MADISON, IDAHO
PROJECT SPECS
MBCI Products: FW-120 
Color: Desert Sand, Brite Red
Architect: CRSA
Installer: Barry Hayes Construction

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Madison (Rexburg) Fire Station’s 2015 expansion included 
approximately 11,000 square feet of living quarters, administration, 
training and emergency command center spaces. The original facility, 
built in 1977, first expanded in 2000 to include EMS services. During 
the latest round of renovations, the facility received a much-needed 
refresh by utilizing MBCI metal wall panels and cementitious siding 
to modernize the exterior of the dated structure.

While the siding aspect of the job was relatively small in scope, 
it was big in terms of the esthetic punch it provided. As part of the 
remodel, MBCI’s FW-120 wall panels were used to enhance the front 
of the building. To provide added pop, the FW-120 panels were spec’d 
in two different colors — Desert Sand and Brite Red.

The FW-120’s heavy gauge allows for large spanning capabilities, 
particularly in composite wall applications. FW-120 is available in 
three profiles — a flat profile (the one used on this project), and 
profiles with either one or two beads. All MBCI FW-120 panels have 
been tested by a certified independent laboratory in accordance with 
ASTM test procedures for air infiltration and water penetration at the 
side lap. Test results show no air leakage at 1.57PSF and no water 
penetration at 6.24PSF differential pressure.

The project benefited from the panels’ superior 
protection from air and water leakage.



Smith Roofing Pros, based out of Rigby, Idaho, served as the roofing 
contractor on the project. 
 
According to Jerry Hampton of Smith 
Roofing, one of the major benefits of 
using FW-120 panels was the esthetic 
refresh they provided the structure within 
a very short period of time. As Hampton 
explained, general contractor Barry Hayes 
Construction “did some overbuild on the 
front and framed it out for the new panels. 
We installed the MBCI metal panels in 
about three weeks, giving the building 
a ‘face lift.’”
 
The renovated fire station ultimately got a clean, vibrant look — 
due in large part to the FW-120 concealed fastening panels 
providing a chic, flat appearance, as well as a bold color choice. 
Additionally, the project benefited from the panels’ superior 
protection from air and water leakage — all at a relatively low cost.

The end result was something both the firefighters and the 
community could be proud of. The job was also completed in a 
short period of time with no problems to note, which was an 
added bonus.



PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Silver Knights American Hockey League team was in need of a 
new practice facility. The City of Henderson had contributed roughly 
$15 million toward the nearly $26 million project, but there were 
still a few problems. First, they needed a dual-rink ice facility on the 
edge of the desert, where summer highs have peaked at 119°F. 
Second, they needed to build it in Clark County, which is known 
for some of the nation’s most stringent building codes and 
requirements. This wasn’t going to be a simple job. Henderson 
needed the best.

The new arena would be a sister facility and near-identical twin to 
the City National Arena in Summerlin – but with a larger deck 
above the main seating area, allowing more standing room for more 
spectators. The contractor had experience constructing several 
projects with Image Building Systems, and brought them on board 
as builder and erector. Image developed the plans and bid out the 
materials side of the project, which was won by Campana Building 
Consultants. Campana does all of its own engineering and sales, but 
purchases its products through MBCI.

PROJECT SPECS
MBCI Products: Double-Lok® in 

Galvalume Plus®, Building Frames, 
Structural Steel

Builder/Erector: Image Building Systems
General Contractor: Gillett Construction

LIFEGUARD 
ARENA 

HENDERSON, NEVADA

One key advantage of working with MBCI is its nationwide network 
of full-service locations, which allows for expedited deliveries.



 
With MBCI being a certified partner for the county, the team 
had a clear head start, but meeting building code requirements 
wasn’t the only obstacle. 
 
“With Clark County, you have to have 
special inspections throughout the 
design process, as well as throughout 
the manufacturing process,” explained 
Teresa Lee of Campana Building 
Consultants. “So, we had to go through 
special engineering approvals and have 
an inspector go to the plants when the 
building was being produced.”

Unsurprisingly, MBCI passed all of these inspections with flying 
colors, and the project was able to move forward. In fact, it virtually 
flew forward. As Lee pointed out, one key advantage of working with 
MBCI is its nationwide network of business locations, which allows 
for expedited deliveries. “They’re great partners,” she said. “They’re 
diverse in their portfolio. They’re located all over the US, so it makes 
shipping really easy.” The team was also able to save time on the 
engineering side of the project by having an engineered building 
system implemented in concert with the rest of their design.

Thanks to the use of MBCI building frames and structural steel, the 
skeleton was completed faster than expected. Meanwhile, the 72,419 
square feet of Double-Lok® was fabricated to spec in 24-gauge

Galvalume Plus®, and delivered to quite literally cap off this project 
with a near-impenetrable roof. This standing seam, mechanically 
fastened roof came with a 20-year weathertightness warranty, 
ensuring that any ice or snow that rains down on the players is 
the result of hockey stops – and not anything coming through 
the roof. “It’s one of the top roof panels in the industry from a 
weathertightness perspective,” Lee added.

The Metal Building Contractors & Erectors Association (MBCEA) 
took notice of this shining success, too, awarding the project the 
2021 Award of Merit for Education and Recreation as part of their 
2021 Building of the Year Awards.



FELLOWSHIP 
OF THE PARKS
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
PROJECT SPECS
MBCI Products: SuperLok® 
Color: Ash Gray
Project Size: 19,055 square feet
Installer: Red Dot Buildings

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In recent years, Fellowship of the Parks has expanded its reach 
to multiple campuses in several neighborhoods throughout Fort 
Worth. Its newest campus was founded in the Northlake/Justin area. 
The goal of the latter was to successfully erect a building that 
would welcome people from all walks of life and give them a chance 
to worship together in a warm and inviting environment. The path 
to get there was blazed by some of the construction industry’s top 
solution providers and most inventive minds.

For this project, Fellowship of the Parks brought in two big names in 
metal buildings: MBCI and Red Dot Buildings, who have been taking 
on projects together for decades.

Red Dot Buildings, a provider of custom-engineered metal buildings, 
has a longstanding relationship with MBCI and has been purchasing 
building supplies from them for more than 20 years. “We buy most 
of our materials from MBCI. They provide the materials on time, and 
all the material comes out looking great. They’re easy to work with. 
If we have any issues, we call them, and they’re responsive,” said 
Steve Jay, Regional Sales Manager at Red Dot Buildings.

“They’re easy to work with. If we have any issues, we call them, 
    and they’re responsive.”        
                 Steve Jay, Regional Sales Manager, Red Dot Buildings



On this particular build, crews 
used MBCI’s SuperLok® panels in 
Ash Gray for the roof. SuperLok® 
is a mechanically field-seamed, 
vertical leg standing seam roof 
system that combines a 2-inch-
tall slim rib with exceptional uplift 
resistance.

SuperLok® is a great option for projects in climates that experience 
extreme and often opposing weather conditions, like Texas’s 
high heat and hard freezes. MBCI puts a lot of work into making  
SuperLok® weathertight, from development to installation. 
When the panels are installed correctly, they come with a 
weathertightness warranty that essentially says they won’t leak  
for 20 years, guaranteed by MBCI. 
 
Because Fellowship of the Parks aimed to complete the project in 
a quicker-than-usual timeline, metal buildings ended up being an 
excellent solution. In the end, both members and visitors of this 
Fellowship of the Parks campus have enjoyed the innovative layout 
and design of their new facility. 

 
       Although it isn’t built like a traditional church, 
       the latest Fellowship of the Parks campus provides 
       the same support and purpose for its community.

 
 
Fellowship of the Parks took ownership and moved into its new 
building at the Northlake campus on Easter Sunday 2021, welcoming 
its community to a place where they can truly belong.



Interested in discussing your next big idea with MBCI? 
Our experienced team members are ready and willing to talk about your needs. 
Visit us online at mbci.com or phone 1-844-327-1748. 

We can’t wait to hear from you. 

For more than 40 years, MBCI has partnered 
with industry leaders across the United 
States to deliver high-quality metal building 
components for some truly breathtaking 
projects. We’re excited to keep pushing 
boundaries, thinking beyond traditions 
and using our products and expertise to 
enhance today’s buildings.

CONVERSATION
LET’S START A 


